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Dear Year 6 and families,
We are writing to tell you about some plans for your final week at Edgewood:
Celebrating your time at Edgewood
As long as the latest situation with Covid-19 allows us to, we are planning to have a Y6 Leavers’ Party on
Wednesday 21st July from 4.30 – 6pm. A cold buffet and drinks will be provided by the school and as long
as the weather holds, we will look to hold the event on the school field, where there will be music and
games as well as a chance to catch up for the first time in a long while with Y6 friends from other classes.
Please arrive at the gate normally used by Azul class (next to the hall) at 4.30pm. This will also be the gate
where you will need to be picked up at 6pm.
Our 2021 Leavers’ Movie
We need you to send us a short video clip, which should be emailed to y6leavers@edgewood.notts.sch.uk
• It needs you to say your first name (so when you are old and wrinkly you will remember everyone)
• Tell us something you remember about school
• Tell us what you are looking forward to
• Send a message to your year group
We will then put all of these together to make your movie. Please only use the email address above to send
videos and pictures. All videos and photos need to be sent to us by the end of Monday at the latest.
Before you do this, parents will need to give permission for you to appear in the leavers’ video and
permission for it to be shared with the families of all the other children in Y6. You should have already
received a text link to the form where permission can be given. Without parental consent, I am afraid that
you will not be able to take part in the video.
Leavers’ Performance
We had hoped to do a normal Leavers’ Performance this year but with high case numbers and with the
continued current DfE guidance about bubbles it has proved impossible to organise as we had
planned/hoped. Instead, the children have all been learning songs to perform, which we hope to record.
With a significant number of children currently self-isolating, this is making our attempts to record the
songs much more difficult. However, we will do all that we can to try to have a recorded performance by the
end of next week which we will be able to share with parents.
Finally, we just want to say how fantastic you have all been throughout what has been an extremely
challenging year and wish you good luck for the future. Please keep in contact and stay safe.
Yours faithfully,
Mr Curtis, Mr Green, Mr MacLeod, Mrs Chrich, Mrs McDonald & Mrs Peat
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